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1. Behavioural drivers of longevity 
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Reality check on pace of longevity before COVID

Source: Global Health Observatory

Men – Annual increase in life expectancy from age 60

2000-2010 2010-2015 2015-2019

UK 0.25 0.06 0.16

USA 0.18 0.04 0.02

Japan 0.12 0.16 0.15

Australia 0.21 0.09 0.16

Women – Annual increase in life expectancy from age 60

2000-2010 2010-2015 2015-2019

UK 0.17 0.01 0.15

USA 0.14 0.03 0.00

Japan 0.11 0.09 0.11

Australia 0.13 0.03 0.14

https://www.who.int/data/gho/data/indicators/indicator-details/GHO/life-expectancy-at-age-60-(years)
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Smoking - unlocking power of behavioural change

Source: 50 years of follow-up on British Doctor Study

+10 yrs +6 yrs

+9 yrs +3 yrs

Improvement 

in life 

expectancy 

from stopping 

smoking

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC437139/
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Cohort studies of benefits of behavioural change

Alcohol Obesity

InactivitySmoking
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Variation in total life expectancy

Source: Behavioural risk factors and healthy life expectancy

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-63843-6.pdf
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Variation in disability-free life expectancy remaining

Source: Behavioural risk factors and healthy life expectancy

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-63843-6.pdf
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Changing patterns of activity during COVID

Source: UCL COVID-19 Social Study

Further broken down into 6 groups:

• 3 stable groups with little change (62%)

• 2 groups with decreasing activity (29%)

• 1 group with increasing activity (9%)

Group membership based on age, 

gender,

education, income, employment status,

heatlh

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34475465/
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Importance of personality traits to behaviours

Source: desdemona72/Shutterstock
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Importance of conscientiousness to longevity

Source: Facets of conscientiousness and longevity

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6364319/
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2. Club Vita’s Longevity, lifestyle and 
retirement perception survey, 2022
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Summary
• Surveyed 1000 people from each of the US, UK and Canada on

‒ Life expectancy

‒ Retirement preparedness

‒ Healthiness of their lifestyle

• Compared their estimated life expectancy with VitaCurves
calculation

• Respondents across the board underestimated their life 
expectancy

‒ Potentially leading to people undersaving and overspending in retirement, 

‒ and undervaluing annuity contracts or workplace Defined Benefit pensions.

• Better health behaviours and retirement saving were associated 
with better estimations of life expectancy

‒ Conscientiousness/engagement associated to better longevity prediction?

‒ Those who are least financially prepared for retirement underestimate their 
life expectancy the most.

Longevity pessimism: the underestimation of life expectancy

Download the survey here:

https://www.clubvita.us/coll

aborative-research/club-

vitas-longevity-lifestyle-

and-retirement-perception-

survey-2022

https://www.clubvita.us/collaborative-research/club-vitas-longevity-lifestyle-and-retirement-perception-survey-2022
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Longevity pessimism

• Significant implications for retirement planning

• Longevity pessimism potentially leads to people undersaving and 

overspending in retirement 

• And undervaluing annuity contracts or workplace Defined Benefit pensions
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Longevity pessimism: underestimation of life expectancy

Question: to what age do you expect to live?
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Retirement preparedness

Retirement preparedness

My savings won't be enough for a comfortable retirement

My savings might not be enough for a comfortable retirement

I don't know whether my savings will be enough for a comfortable retirement

My savings might be enough for a comfortable retirement

My savings will be enough for a comfortable retirement

Retirement 
preparedness -

US

My savings won't be enough for a
comfortable retirement

My savings might not be enough for a
comfortable retirement

I don't know whether my savings will be
enough for a comfortable retirement

My savings might be enough for a
comfortable retirement

My savings will be enough for a
comfortable retirement

Men

Women

Retirement 
preparedness -

UK

My savings won't be enough for a
comfortable retirement

My savings might not be enough for a
comfortable retirement

I don't know whether my savings will be
enough for a comfortable retirement

My savings might be enough for a
comfortable retirement

My savings will be enough for a
comfortable retirement

Men

Women

Retirement 
preparedness -

Canada

My savings won't be enough for a
comfortable retirement

My savings might not be enough for a
comfortable retirement

I don't know whether my savings will be
enough for a comfortable retirement

My savings might be enough for a
comfortable retirement

My savings will be enough for a
comfortable retirement

Men

Women
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Considerable lack of confidence in retirement saving
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Retirement preparedness
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Longevity pessimism vs retirement preparedness

• Engagement/conscientiousness driving better longevity estimation?

• Those least financially prepared for retirement underestimate their life 

expectancy the most – amplifying the retirement problem

• Need for targeted communications?
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Lifestyle

Self-reported healthiness of lifestyle

US

Very healthy Somewhat healthy Neither unhealthy nor healthy Somewhat unhealthy Very unhealthy

Men
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Men

Women

Healthy Unhealthy

General positivity about lifestyle health
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Lifestyle
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How has your lifestyle changed since before the pandemic?
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Greater longevity improvements to come?
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Lifestyle
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Longevity pessimism vs self-reported healthiness of lifestyle 

Engagement/conscientiousness driving better longevity estimation?
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Health behaviors
Prevelance of health trackers

US

Health tracker No health tracker

Men

Women

Health tracker

Canada

Health tracker No health tracker

Men

Women

Health tracker

UK

Health tracker No health tracker
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Women
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US

Diet informed by health benefits Diet not informed by health benefits
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Diet not informed by health benefits
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Men
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Health behaviors
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Longevity pessimism vs health behaviors 

Engagement/conscientiousness driving better longevity estimation?
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Download the full survey report

Download the survey here:
https://www.clubvita.us/collaborative-research/club-vitas-

longevity-lifestyle-and-retirement-perception-survey-2022

https://www.clubvita.us/collaborative-research/club-vitas-longevity-lifestyle-and-retirement-perception-survey-2022
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3. Little ways to use behavioural science in 
communications



Behavioural geek explains

• Adults need a WHY

• Do their thinking for them

• Don’t confuse “compliant” with “complex”

• Choice overload / choice architecture, checklists

• User-centric language and positive and negative framing

• Use existing mental constructs to frame your message

• Provide visual clues – traffic lights and speed bumps

• Make it timely

• Goal is to arm the member with the ability to talk about the 
topic



Jam experiment

30%3%





We project our current mindset 

and assumptions onto the past 

and future.

Instant meals Radiated food

1950’s 

visions of the 

future

Stay at home wife





Does it have 

bones?



Most effective

41% 

understood 

they needed to 

take action
65% 

understood 

they needed 

to take action

Liked most

60% 

understood 

they needed to 

take action

Original



Guide 1

Guide 2



Chance I will 

live to be…

Chance I will 

die by…



Live to versus Die by 

Average judged probability of living per frame (n=1444)
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Regulatory Focus



Stop worrying about 

your pension.

Learn how to avoid 

pension stress and 

provide a safe and 

secure retirement.



18-24 35-44 55-64 75+

Stop fretting about your pension.

Learn how to avoid pension stress and 

provide a safe and secure retirement.

Would take action



Grow your pension savings.

Build your pension pot and help it 

grow with our award-winning 

savings scheme.



Grow your pension savings.

Build your pension pot and help it grow with 

our award-winning savings scheme.

18-24 35-44 55-64 75+

Would take action



I do not wish to take my 

benefits now 
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4. Business Framework for Health 



CBI - Internal

Business 
Framework for 
Health
Do you care enough? Behavioural drivers of longevity 
and retirement outcomes

27 April 2022



CBI - Internal



CBI - Internal

Three pillars



CBI - Internal

Plan 2021-2024



CBI - Internal

Key members

• Full members include Legal & General, 
Phoenix Group , AXA Health, Johnson & 
Johnson and Holland & Barrett

• Associate members include CBI, Club Vita 
and over 50 other organisations 

• International links wth OECD and Reform 
for Resilience Commission

• Supported by CMO and Science & 
Innovation Minister



CBI - Internal

Get involved-lead the change

• Join a growing collective as Full, Associate or 
Community Member

• Get involved in evidence generation and 
academic research

• Share best practice, case studies and/or 
participate in real-world projects

• Collect evidence and share data that matters
• Help develop the index

Contact: Tina Woods: CEO - Business for Health: 
tina.woods@businessforhealth.org

mailto:tina.woods@businessforhealth.org


Join the collective

Contact:

Tina Woods: CEO - Business for Health: 

tina.woods@businessforhealth.org

mailto:tina.woods@businessforhealth.org
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Download the full survey report

Download the survey here:
https://www.clubvita.us/collaborative-research/club-vitas-

longevity-lifestyle-and-retirement-perception-survey-2022

https://www.clubvita.us/collaborative-research/club-vitas-longevity-lifestyle-and-retirement-perception-survey-2022
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This presentation contains confidential information belonging to Club VITA LLP (CV). CV are the owner or the 
licensee of all intellectual property rights in the presentation. All such rights are reserved. The material and charts 
included herewith are provided as background information for illustration purposes only. This presentation is not a 

definitive analysis of the subjects covered and should not be regarded as a substitute for specific advice in relation to 
the matters addressed. It is not advice and should not be relied upon. This presentation should not be released or 

otherwise disclosed to any third party without prior consent from CV. CV accept no liability for errors or omissions or 
reliance upon any statement or opinion herein.

Thank you


